ChapterS

The Demesne

The demesne was the land belonging to the manor, in effect the 'home fcirm'. It
remained unchanged for a long time and is well documented because it was described
and valued in early surveys and enquiries. Often part of the demense or its tithes were
given to the parish church or to a local monastery.

Types of demesne
Until recently there was still doubt whether the demesne was an intact piece ofland near
to the manor house or whether it was dispersed. Titow wrote that it was 'a moot point to
what extent the demesne lands were interspersed with the peasant land in the common
fields or whether they tended to be apart altogether'l .
The Northamptonshire evidence shows that there is not a single uniform type of
layout applicable to all manors and vills. The distribution of the demesne falls into two
main groups, one with a block ofland lying adjacent to the manor house, and the other
having groups of lands dispersed throughout the fields. Most examples of either type
have a little ofthe other, that is, block demesnes nearly always have a few lands or an odd
furlong elsewhere in the fields, and demesnes primarily dispersed usually have a furlong
or two next to the manor house as well.

Dispersed demesne
The dispersed type of demesne usually lies in small parcels of adjacent lands, the
number of lands depending on the number of yardlands that comprise the demesne.
Brockhall had a demesne of9 yardlands and a description in 1574- shows that these laid
dispersed throughout its fields and furlongs (Fig. 8). Generally there were many groups
of lands rather than single ones. In some cases there were blocks of nine contiguous
lands 2, the nine occurring as 7 arable lands plus two outer ones that had been converted
to grass balks marking off manorial land from that of the tenants. It is probable that
originally there were more blocks of9, but some had been reduced by exchange. About
40 acres had been exchanged in 1433 to enable the lord to make an enclosure called
Roughmoor (see the Gazetteer). There was also a whole furlong next to the manor
house, called inlands, that belonged to it.
Bore manor had a demesne of 6 and two-third yardlands in 1683 called the Hall
Land3 • A terrier of two-thirds of these made in 16884 shows that there were groups of
1 J. Z. Titow, 'Medieval England and the Open-Field system',Past and Present, 32, 1965, pp. 86-102; p. 21.
2 NRO Th 281.
3 NRO YZ 6295.
4 NRO YZ 6294.
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Figure 8, ~rockhall furlongs. The dispersed demesne of 1574- is marked black; in the south-west it has not been .
fully identified.
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lands, 2 to 5 in number, dispersed throughout the furlongs. It is likely that the whole six
yardlands was dispersed as groups of 6 lands. Similarly one of the three manors at East
Haddon had 6 yardlands which appeared as parcels of 3, 6 or 12 adjacent lands
throughout the furlongs; these are listed in the sUIvey of 15985 .
Kis1ingbury had two manors, and a fourteenth-century description of the demesne-of
both of them shows that there were blocks of mainly 6-8 half-acre lands dispersed
throughout the fields 6 • The lands of the two manors were always adjacent, and like
Brockhall, there were one or two furlongs next to the manor house called in lands. The
two Kislingbury manors were in existence in 1086, but the disposition of the contiguous
demesnes indicates that there was, before 1066, a single manor. A plan has been
published7 •
Hardingstone East End Fields had many groups of 4 contiguous lands dispersed
throughout its fields in 1660, which belonged to Bartholomew Tate, the lord of the
manorS. The dispersed land is not stated to be demesme, but is likely to be. A plan has
been published showing the regular disposition Hardingstone lands and the demesne
was dispersed in exactly the same way as illustrated9 .
Raunds had a dispersed demesne. Two manors were recorded in 1086, becoming
three by the fifteenth century, and .from the manorial descent their demesnes can be
identified in a field book of 1739 (see the Gazetteer for details). The manors all lay at
Raunds North End which was the seignurial part of the settlement with the present
church and a late Saxon church (no longer surviving). Surrounding the North End was a
large block of manorial land, the demesnes of the three manors occupying almost the
whole of the area.
The remainder of the demesnes were dispersed throughout the fields. In most of the
furlongs, especially near to the vill, the three demesnes nearly always had small blocks of
a few lands lying together, suggesting that there had been a single manor with a single
demesne at an early date. A plan of these demesnes is shown in Figure 9. The
eighteenth-century data on which the information is based is a reliable record of the
medieval layout because a 1356 account roll partially describes the demesne of one of
the manors 10, much of which can be identified with the land of Burystead manor in
1739.
The earliest known example of a dispersed demesne is at Braybrooke where a terrier
of 1198 shows that it was distributed in small blocks in many furlongs 11. It shows a
typical dispersed type with small blocks of lands in most of the furlongs and a small
amount ofland, including the Hall Yard, next to the village. There were also extensive
demesne woods and a few closes adjacent to them, that were most probably enclosed
assarts.

Compact demesne
In contrast to the previous demesnes, son:te manors had nearly all their demesnes in a
one area lying next to the manor house. The Hall manor at Wollaston had a block of
5 NRO IL 2120.
6 BL Cott. Vesp. E xvii f. 301- 3.
7 D. Hall, 'Fieldwork and documentary evidence', 1984, pp. 43-68; p. 62.
8 Hall Hardingstone 1980, p. 134.
9 Id. p.124.
10 PRO DL 29 324/5292.
11 Pipe Roll Society 24 (1900): Feet ofFines of 10 Richard I, p. 140.
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land west of the house called the inlands. The location of the inlands is clear from a map
of 1789 12; they had been enclosed in 1583 and were fully described in a terrier made in
1430 13 . The information can be plotted on a furlong map, supplementing the large scale
open-field plan of 177414 with field-survey information within the enclosed demesne. As
well as the in lands here were other lands dispersed in a few furlongs and one whole
furlong on the river gravels, called ryeforlongl5. This name suggests that the furlong had
been used to grow rye, since the crop grows on light, well drained land. The in lands laid
on limestone and clay soils which are better suited for growing corn and peas.
At Mears Ashby a block of demesne was called the Hall Field 16. Very few people
other than the lord or his tenants had lands in this field in 1577, although it included the
glebe land, showing that the glebe was a gift of demesne. There was also an isolated
furlong away from the block lying on red ironstone land. The furlong was probably used
for rye (Figure 13). Welford had a block demesne called the Hall Field in 1525 17 .
The demesne ofWatford lay in a large block with a few furlongs separate. It is first
described in 1276 18 when divided between the four daughters ofEustace de Watford,
and contained a number of whole furlongs whose names do not occur in charters
describing peasant holdings 19. Another description of the demesne was made in 1595 20 ,
which, with the help of the 1276 information, shows that it laid almost entirely in a
block, north of the manor-house; only a few furlongs laid elsewhere21 .
The manor belonging to Ramsey abbey at Hemington had an inlands block, consisting of72 acres. It was already enclosed and and converted to leys when the Ramsey land
was described in a detailed terrier of 1518 22 and can be identified from field names on a
map of 1715 23 . The Inlands can be traced back to c. 1248 along with most of the other
furlong names 24.
Higham Ferrers does not have demesne specified in a field book of 1567 25, but
analysis shows that in contrast to the very dispersed farms in three of the open fields
there was also a fourth large field around the town let out in blocks oflands or closes.
When compared with fourteenth-century account rolls26 , which list the demesne let out
for terms of years, there is sufficient correspondence between the names to identify the
partly enclosed area near the town as a block demesne (Figure 7).
Most ofKettering block demesne, called Hall Field, 620 acres, was all enclosed before
1587, when it was mapped27 . As well as the enclosures, there were large blocks of6 other
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NRO Map 2843.
Leic. Record Office ID 50/xii/28, pp. 7-15.
NRO Map 4447.
Hall, Wollaston 1977, pp. 1, 140, 160; D. Hall, 'Fieldwork and field books', 1983, pp.115- 131; pp. 117-9.
NRO ZA 3709 pp. 107- 112.
PRO se 6 Hen vm 2784 m.33d.
Cal. Close Rolls Edward l, 1272-9, p. 329.
NRO OK 151, 140,204; c.1250-1400.
NRO OK 354.
A plan has been published in D. Hall, 'Field systems and township structure', in C. Dyer, M. Aston and D.
Austin (eds.) Rural Settlement in Medieval England (Blackwell 1989), 196-204; Fig.ll.l.
NRO Buccleuch 25-59, X8678.
NRO Map 1390.
NRO Buccleuch 25-1 (87 early charters) in X889.
NRO Fitzwilliam Mise. Vol 47.
PRO DL 29325/5320.
NRO FH 272, reproduced as a drawing in F. W. BullA SketchofthehistoryofKettering, 1?91;Supplement 1908,
Supplement, frontispiece.
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North Hill Field

Figure 9, Raunds fields and furlongs in 1739. The demesne of the Lancaster manor (Burystead Farm) is
marked black and the land belonging to the Gloucester Fee estate is shown in grey. Cotton township boundary
(at the west) and areas of former woodland (north and east) are marked as broken-line boundaries.
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furlongs, all of them close to the town. Part of the enclosure had been made into a small
park, and a larger part, the Lynches, was a rabbit warren.
Of the 56 townships where the type of demesne is known 18 (32 percent) were
compact and 38 (68 per cent) were dispersed. They are listed below on Table 7, along
with the dates that the demesne was enclosed if this occurred before enclosure of the
whole township.
Table 7 Types of demesne
Compact tiemMnes

Dispersed demesne
Enclosure
date

AshbyMears
Badbyand ewnham
Braunston
before
leys
Brixworth
Crick
before
Dodford
Farthinghoe
hedged
before
Hemington
Higham Ferrers
before
before
Kettering
Helpston
leys
Rushden
Watford
Welford
Wollaston

1592
1584
1688
1541
1510
1518
1567
1587
1472
1592

before 1590?
1583

possibl.t additWns
Abington
Aynho
Stanford on Avon

1604
1561

Enclosure
date
Addington Litde
Aldwincle All Saints
Ashby St Ledgers
Bamwell
Barton Earls
Billing Great
Bradden
Braybrooke
Brigstock
Brockhall
Muscott
Broughton
Burton Latimer
Castor
Sutton
Clopton
Cranford StJohn
Culworth
Daventry
Draughton
Flore

Enclosure
date

Geddington
Glapthom
Gretton
Haddon East
c.I600
Hardingstone East End
Helpston
1629
Holdenby
Kislingbury
Loddington
1433 part Morton Pinkney
1433 part Old
. Oundle
Polebrook
Raunds
Rushton; Barford
Stamford; Burghley
Walgrave
Warden; Stonton
Warmington
WeedonBec

Infonnation collected from the Gazetteer.

Interpretation of delDesne types
A model previously suggested28 was that all demesnes were perhaps once intact, lying
near to the manor-house, which usually would give the lord some of the best soil and
save his men walking long distances over the township. If, after many years, the
demesne became over exploited, it is possible that better yields were obtained by the
villeins, with their dispersed lands, which the lord wished to match. A dispersal of
demesne might then be effected.
Another reason for dlspersal of a demesne may be change from a two-field to a
three-field system. It would be simple to arrange the division of a two-field system to run
across the middle of an intact demesne, but when changed to three fields it would
usually be physically impossible to split the demesne so that third parts of it were
touching all three fields (as it does at Brixworth). However, although examples of
consolidation of demesne can be found (for the purpose of enclosure), as at Brockhall in
1433 and East Haddon in c. 1600, no case of dispersal of demesne has ever been
discovered.
.
28 See f.n 15, Hall 'Fieldwork and Field books', pp. 117- 8; f.n. 7, Hall, 'Early medieval estates' p. 51.
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Other interpretations of compact and dispersed demesne need to be considered. It is
possible that the dispersed type had been created from villein lands, so increasing the
size of the demesne. This would account for many of the 'dispersed' types having a small
block ofland next to the manor ho~se and the rest scattered, the small block being the
original 'endowment', and the rest additional. Such additional amounts may be
evidence of an increased feudal presence imposed upon a manor at the Norman
Conquest.
An alternative hypothesis for the existence of a block demesne may be that it was
created by exchange, and was an unusual form, dispersed being the normal type. The
much disturbed cycle of tenurial holdings at Ashby St Ledgers (Chapter 10) is probably
related to exchanges made to create a separate compact estate at Ashby Lodge. Higham
Ferrers, with a large block demesne, has a barely identifiable regular tenurial order, that
may have been disturbed by creation of the demesne. In support of this, townships that
have obvious regular tenurial cycles surviving until the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries have dispersed demesnes (note particularly Ecton and Earls Barton). However
a notable exception to this scheme is the well recorded block demesne of Badby and
Newnham surrou'n ded by regular, independent field systems. It may not be necessary to
look for an early uniform type of demesne, either dispersed or compact, there could
have been differences from the time that the vills and their fields were first laid out.
Manors with large blocks of demesne often seem to be of some local importance.
Higham Ferrers and Dodford were the chief manors of considerable sized estates in
1066 that survived for many centuries. Higham belonged to William Peverel and
become the Northamptonshire centre of the Lancaster estate, to which it still belongs;
Dodford was part of a Saxon estate that become the property ofWilliam de Keynes and
remained with the Keynes family and its female heirs until 1725. Kettering was a local
centre of the Peterborough abbey estate, and Watford was the chief setdement of the
three townships within its parish. All these places had a large compact demesne and it
may be that manors of status·had their own agricultural system not intermixed with the
villeins.
In some cases intact demesnes lie in an area of demonstrable 'old' setdement, as at
Wollaston Hall manor where the demesne incorporates a Roman villa (recalled in the
,furlong name waltonacre (1430), the 'ton' of the British, 'wala') as well as substantial early
Saxon remains. Higham Ferrers similarly has extensive Roman setdement remains and
early Saxon pottery within the area of its demesne.

Detnesne and its land-use
Although the demesne is described in many records of various dates, it is not always
clear how block demesnes relate to the cultivation of the remainder ofthe open fields. As
the lord's property it could more easily be put to different uses from the villein land
which had rights embe,d ded in the 'c~stom of the manor'.
In early times it was no doubt cultivated as the lord's private farm, using labour from
the work-service of the villeins, to produce food for consumption in the manor house.
Large estates with' non-resident lords who owned many manors did not need produce
for personal consumption, and manors were let to freeholders, often from the vill or
nearby, who took on the demesne as their own tenanted farm, lived at the manor house
and ran the manor as steward. By the fifteenth century some manors had departed from
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this system in that the demesnes were let for a term ofyears or lives to a freeholder as his
own farm, without any manorial reponsibilities.
Conservative estates, such as those belonging to monasteries or the Duchy of
Lancaster, tended to keep the demesnes in hand and let them to small local tenants. The
abbey of Evesham had a combined manor of the townships of Badby and Newnham,
which had a demesne shared between both places. The land was mainly an undispersed
block, enclosed in 1592, and described as 'closes' in 1628-3429 • In 1388 it was let to
tenants as 21 half-yardlands and 7 whole yardlands, making 17.5 in all30 • These equate
with later descriptions as 20 yardlands being divided into 80 'quartems' and let out to
the 40 copyholders of Badby and 40 copyholders ofNewnham with their yardlands 31 •
The use of the demesne in this way is unusual; it remained shared between all the
copyholders until enclosed by Valentine Knightley of nearby Fawsley, the lord. The
enclosure was strongly resisted by the copyholders who had come to regard the
'quartems' as part of their yardlands by right.
The cultivation of demesnes is often given in extents, which state that half or a third
was waste, implying a two or three-field system. For a dispersed demesne this presents
no physical problem, but for intact demesnes it is difficult to see how a three-field system
could operate in most cases, given that the the fallow was supposed to be in single block
for common grazing of the whole township. Such an arrangement must usually 'have
been impossible, and separate flocks were probably kept on a separate small fallow field
in the demesne. Or the demesne could have had an independent cultivation system,
some arrangement being made with the rest of the community about ~e common
grazing rights. Mears Ashby is the only known late example of a demesne with
information on how it was organized; field orders for c. 1640 show that it had its own rye,
peas and barley fields, there being distinction between the Hall (demesne) and Town
Fields.
The farming of Raunds demesne has already been described, and similar information can be obtained for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries where manorial
account rolls survive (some details are given for Kettering, Maidwell, Radstone,
Stanwick and Weedon Bec in the Gazetteer). There is normally no information about
how the individual furlongs were cropped, but such data exist for the Ramsey manor of
Wistow, Hunts., and yields of furlongs are referred to in a Peterborough abbey account
roll of 1373-432 •
Some demesnes were converted to pasture and profitably leased to local freehold
tenants. This occurred on part of the large Higham Ferrers demesne, and Rushden
demesne was grass by 1472. Rushden demesne had an unusual location, lying next to a
manor that had been moved from the vill to the lodge of a deer park two miles away,
created in the early twelfth century. The park site seems to have been chosen because it
was the only part of the Higham Ferrers estate, near to Higham, that was uncultivated
and marginal in c. 1100. The ground is agriculturally unattractive heavy clay, and the
adjacent demesne shared this poor soil, which was much better suited for the woodland
and woodland pasture of the park. A change to grass was thus encouraged -by the
29
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NRO Th 542; 544.
NRO Tb 683.
NRO Tb 406; 619.
Referred to in Chapter 2, [n.44, Hogan 1988; for Peterborough see E.J- King in E. Miller ed., TheAgrarian
History of England iii 1348-1500 (1991) p. 217 -
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conditions. Perhaps converting the demesne to pasture was found to be more profitable
than renting it for arable cultivation, and the same economy could have been adopted at
the Higham manor, even though the soil there was good.
Block demesnes were relatively easy to enclose, and were often the core of early
partial enclosure, being the next natural stage of development following conversion to
pasture. Ownership was not in question, only the parson had to be compensated for
tithes (which for impropriated rectories after 1540 were oflitde value to the parson), and
the tenants had to be compensated for loss of common rights. Of the 16 examples of
block demesne listed above, 9 were enclosed before 1600 (and Abington and Aynho
probably represent two more early enclosed block demesnes, making 11 out of 18).
Farthinghoe demesne still had furlongs in c. 1510, but was surrounded by a ring hedge.
Brixworth demesne was not surrounded by a ring hedge, but it was all pasture, part
called the Hall Leys in 1688, and 'n ot farmed with the open-field arable. The details of
Wollaston inlands enclosure of 1583 survive. The tenants gave up their common rights
over the demesne, in 1615, in lieu of the lord grazing fewer animals on the open fields 33 .
Enclosure of dispersed demesnes was much rarer, only 4 out of the 40 examples listed
above having any early enclosure before the whole township was enclosed. The reasons
are simple; there had to be agreement with the freeholders and parson, the land had to
be surveyed and legal agreements drawn up and paid for. The whole operation was
more tedious and expensive than enclosure of a block demesne. At Brockhall the lord
effected a series of exchanges with the tenants so that an intact piece of land could be
enclosed in 1433. The precise details are recorded and many of the lands exchanged
were demesne. Similarly there was exchange of dispersed demesne land to make an
enclosure at East Haddon in c. 1600. Great Billing manor had the small intact part of its
demesne enclosed before 1629, leaving some dispersed in the open fields. Exchange of
these allowed the lord to increase the size of his enclosure.
Demesne farming-practice from the fifteenth century is clear from the above
examples, pasture being introduced in block demesnes, leading to their enclosure. The
desire to enclose the demesne was considerable; at Morton Pinkney, the demesne, even
though dispersed, had been enclosed as a series of small closes lying in the fields before it
was brought together in 1600. Although a few scattered demesnes were amalgamated
by exchange agreements forming intact enclosures, most dispersed demesnes remained
unenclosed and were usually let as arable yardlands to tenants, as at Kislingbury in
1612. In many cases their identity became lost.

Demesne and the Domesday Survey
The antiquity of the demesne can sometimes be demonstrated from the Domesday
assessments of 1086. Great Billing is a simple example of one parish, one manor and one
field system. In 1086 it had 8 ploughlands, two of them in demesne. Bridges in c. 1720 34
notes the were 48 yardlands in the township of which 12 were 'in lordship'. Original
estate records confirm this; there were 12 yardlands in demesne in 1629 35 and surveys of
1758 and 1775 list owners and tenants holding 48.5 and 48.25 yardlands 36 . It is dear
33 Hall Wollaston 1977, pp. 193-5.
34 Bridges i p. 405.
35 NRO 31P/21.
36 NRO E(GB) 301 and 303.
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that in the eleventh and seventeenth centuries the demesne was a quarter of the total; so
there is an exact correspondence of size for more than 650 years.
Higham Ferrers demesne has been noted above as an example of the block type. Its
area was aproximately 470 acres, which agrees with a rental of 1314 and an extent of
1327. The remaining open-field area measures 830 acres, the demesne was therefore
about one third of the total. In 1086 there were 6 hides at Higham of which two were in
lordship. So we see a home farm unchanging in size for c. 750 years (the demesne block
was the same until enclosure in 1838).
The location of the demesne ofRothersthorpe is unknown, but in 1694 its size was 13
yardlands 37 • The whole township consisted of 64 yardlands in 181038 , making the ratio
of the demesne to the total 13/64 (20.3 percent). In 1086 there were 3.5 hides, and only
one of the estates (2.5 hides) had demesne, which was 2 ploughlands out ofa total of7 39 .
The ratio, 2.5/3.5 times 2/7, or 20.3 percent, is exacdy the same as the size ofthe later
demesne.
There seem to be significant differences between townships whether the demesne was
assessed or not for taxation in 1086. In the three examples above the demesne was
included. However in other places, especially those with block demesnes (Mears Ashby,
Kettering, Badby and Newnham) the demesne was excluded, taxation being raised on
villein yardl~ds. Even with a dispersed demesne like Great Billing, it could be claimed
that the demesne was not assessed at Domesday, tax being raised on the 36 villein
yardlands, at 9 to the hide, rather than oil the whole 48 yardlands at 12 to the hide40 .
These problems need more data before they can be resolved.
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NRO Box 1914.
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